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Abstract 
yntimov N.L. The Methods for Production, of 7JNK SCdipoles Magnetic Measurement: ШЕР 
Preprint. • Protvino, 1991.: IHEP Preprint 91178.  ProWino, 1991.  p. 14, figs. 4, tables A. 
nfs. 5. 

Many SCdipolcs for UNK 'VJU reguire from the chosen magnetic measurement methods 
high accuracy and efficiency. The brief of using methods, their possibilities and analysis of 
!:i>'ir errors are given. The measurements results for a fullscale model of SCdipole SPDM1 
,.ri presented. 

Аннотация 
Смирной И.Л. Методики магнитных измерений СПднполей УНК: Препринт ИФВЭ. 

Протвино, 1991.: Препринт ИФВЭ 91178.  Протвино, 1991.  14 с , 4 рнс, 4 табл., би

г,нкнр.: 5. 

Hc.iiituoc количество СПдиполей, необходимое для УПК, требует от выбранных мето

дик измерений высокой производительности н точности. Дается краткий обзор нспользуе

м.\.: .методик, их возможности и диализ noij^ui постой. Приводятся результаты пшерекяй 
полномасштабных моделей СПдиполей серии СПЛМ1. 

(с) Институт физики высоких энергий, 1991



INTRODUCTION 

The AcceleratorStorage Complex (UNK), being built at IHEP, consists 
of more than 3500 superconducting magnets (SCM) } the most part of them 
aie dipoles (2200 dips). The SCdipote magnetic field quality requirements 
are very strict (nonlinearities must be less than several units *10 4). 

The chosen serial scheme of SCM excitation requires both high accuracy 
of the SCdipoles strength measurement and the control of its behavior with 
the excitation current changes. 

Moreover, one plans two operating regimes of UNK: accelerating mode 
with a fixed target and pp collider mode. It leads to the necessity to 
measure SCdipoles dynamic properties. The pointed particularities require 
the SCdipole magnetic measurement methods to be highly efficient, reliable 
and universal alongside with the high accuracy of the measurement. The 
review of the applied methods, their possibilities and some results for the 
pilot series of SCdipoles magnetic measurements are presented in this paper. 
The measurements and the result processing were carried out by the staff of 
UNK magnetic measurement laboratory. 

Table 1 shows the measured parameters of the SCdipoles, the applied, 
methods and, briefly, the features of the equipment. 

'Ageev А.Г. «t ai The development and atudy of the UNK SCmagnets. Report MT12, Leningrad 
1991. 
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Table I, SCdipole magnetic measurementa 

Measured parameter Device 1 YM. condition Precision Nole 
Harmonics 

• static harmonic 
*. + .«„ = /(/,*) 
 time dependence 
(filling time) 
fc» + w* = /(/.*) 
 field distortion 

current in cu 
 loom temperature 
measurement of 
collared coil 

Rotating Hat 
radial pickup coil 

continuous rotation 

discrete rotation 

Icoast 

trapezoidal 
impulse 

sinusoidal 
current 
7 A, H Hz 

"/ 

^ p at ref. radius 
r„=35 mm 

10 leveb of current 

/ « = 6 9 0 A 

/„=1 kA, /=0 .3 kA/ 

Д=0.1кА 
The equipment delivi 

from France 

Field direction 
(dipole) 

2 stretched wires 
{CuBe) and 2 tilt 
sensors 

trapezoidal 
impulse 2 • 10' m l 7=0.3 кА/в; Д / = 0 . 1 1 

5 levela of /„ 

Bending strength 
<JBdt) 

 NMR and Hall 
probes 
 rotating coil and 
NMR in centtT 

Iconst 

Iconat 

2 10 ' r ad /„=2 kA 

5 levels of U 

1. The Method of the Magnetic Field 
Nonlinearities Measurement by means 

of the Rotating Pickup Coil 
(Harmonic Analisys Method) 

This method was described in detail in paper [1]. In short, the essence of 
the measurements consists in measuring the flux through the flat radial long 
frame during its rotation in the magnetic field as a function of the angular 
position. After Fourier analysis and taking into account the frame sensitivity 
to the nonlinearities, the harmonica are calculated. The dipole field here is 
represented in the following form: 

• « , + i B , = J 1 E ( s , + M , ) f ^ r 1 , (i) 
п=1 \ Гц J 
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or in the cylindrical coordinate system it will be: 

!

Br(rt$) = BaZ (±) (B„sia n 0  A n c o s n9) 
t/ V (2) 

В${г,в) = BQZI%) (Bncos n0 + A nsin n0), 
where By and 3X are у and x  components of the magnetic field vector in 
the point x,y; BQ is the main field in the dipole center {actually on the frame 
rotation axis), B„ and An axe the normal and skew harmonic coefficients, 
they are equal to the normalized nonlinear addition to the field in the point 
which is displaced by r from the magnet center; TQ is the reference radius. 
In expression (2) в is the angle between the radiusvector and the median 
plane; г is the distance between the point of view and the magnet axis. The 
coordinate system has been chosen so that for ideal dipole B{ = 1 all others 
are Bn,An = 0. All these formulas describe the twodimensional case. In {act, 
the pickup coil system (detector), that includes the measurement frames, has 
a finite length Lj, thus the measured field and nonlinearitles magnitudes are 
the average values on the detector length: 

Bo =  i  / B(z)dz, Wn = Bn + iAn = ~ I Wn{z)dz, (3) 
LpJ LDJ 

where L<t is the length of the detector; B(z) is the field vector projection on 
the normal to the median plan that coincides with the detector surface at 
its initial position. 

Actually, to determine the multipole coefficients two measurements are 
performed: the main field component BQ measurement  the socall un

compensated measurement, and the nonlinearities measurement  with the 
main field compensation. For the present moment one uses the system of 
two detectors 1.5 m long mutually calibrated in the central part of the 
dipole, and the extending sticks set. Thus, by positioning sequentially of the 
measurement system, one measures the nonlinearities values in four SCdipole 
sections. That allows one to obtain the integral nonlinearities. 

Structural scheme of the equipment for harmonic analysis. In the future 
it is planned to use the system consisting of one detector 2.2 m long set in 
three positions. 
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1.1. T h e e r ro r s in t he mult ipole coefficients measurement by the 
harmonic analysis m e t h o d 

The analysis of all possible measurement errors is too extensive, therefore 
we'll consider only more typical and significant. 

The error due to the detector rotation axis displacement with respect to the 
dipoie axis. 

The problem of determining dipoie magnetic axis has many solutions 
which depend on the aims. Usually one determines the magnetic axis from 
the equality to zero of the normal and skew non allowed (n = 2fc) harmonics 
{Вы = 0 =*• Дх;Лаь — 0 => Ay). The displacement of the detector axis 
rotation with respect to the magnet axis leads to the feeddown of the lower 
multipoles from the higher ones 

ABn 

Ax 
i n • Bn+i ; AAn 

го 
t n • Л п + 1 • - A (4) 

where ABn and AAn are the artificial multipoles of the "a" order due to As 
and Ay displacements. In practice, the detector rotation axis displacement 
can be obtained either from the non allowed multipole values which stay before 
the significant allowed constructive multipole or from the presence of the non 
allowed multipoles hysteresis,that appear due to the allowed multipoles S O 
magnetization hysteresis even if their average value equals zero. 

The absolute error magnitude in this case increases proportionally to the 
multipole order n. 



. The geometrical errors of ike detector. 
The complete analysis of the detector geometrical errors is very wide. 

Here we will only briefly consider the flat case of the windings displacement 
from their true positions. The nonnormalized sensitivity to the harmonic 

<̂ »cond puter coi II 

Figure 1. The cross section of the dipole detector. 

order "n" of the detector that consists of two coils: measuring (outer) and 
compensating (inner) has the form: 

ft = r f  r J  r S + (  r 4 ) " , (5) 

where r\, rj are the distance from the detector rotation axis to the measuring 
coil windings centers, and Г3, Г4 - are the same for the compensating coil.(figl) 
The error caused by the outer radius (outer measuring coil) dominates. 
This error is approximately equivalent to the real detector rotation axis 
displacement w.r.t. the detector geometrical center. All windings positions 
are measured w.r.t. the geometrical center. 

The displacement of the windings in the radial direction {r,} leads to the 
relative harmonics errors: 

_L 6Wn-. (6) 

The coil windings displacement in azimuthal direction leads to the redis

tribution between normal and skew harmonics and practically doesn't change 
the harmonics modules. Thus, this'detector rotation axis displacement leads 
to the relative error: 

\AWn\ Дг 
\Щ (7) 
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where \Wn\ = •JB'^ тА'* is the harmonic module, Дг is the magnitude of 
displacement of the rotation axis bom the true position, Г] is the outer 
winding radius. As in the above chapter the relative error of the harmonic 
increases proportionally to its order "a". 

The detector production procedure has a peculiarity, i.e. after final 
detector assembly we know very precisely (~ lOpm) the detector geometrical 
sizes and much worse the rotation axis position. To determine this position 
one uses the third outer coil symmetrical to the first one . After the 
uonlinearitics measured with the left and right frames (Wj? and Wjf) one can 
calculate the displacement of the detector rotation axis position w.r.t. the 
calculated position Дг and make correction of the detector sizes: 

Д г - -jwyST' г Г ' - r r 1 - r j - 1 + (-г,)-'' ( 8 ) 

The angular errors 
The angular error during the detector rotation leads to the stationary 

artificial harmonics if the angular error Д 8 is the function of angle 0 . The 
interaction between several oscillators results in an wide spectrum of the 
harmonics. 

Here it should only be noted, that the angular error leads to the relative 
nouLineaiities errors which are also proportional to their order "n". 

1.2. T h e resul ts on SC-dipoles S P D M 1 direct current nonlineari t ies 
measu remen t s 

The described above method allows one to measure the nonlinearities as 
the longitudinal magnet coordinate function (when the detector is placed 
in different positions in the magnet) and as the function of the excitation 
current. The systematic errors of the nonlinearities measurement within the 
operating region of the field (0.7~-5)Tl are nearly 10~4 • The random errors 
are nearly 2 • 10" 5 . 

This accuracy concerns the nonlinearities up to n < 9. For higher nonli-

uearitics these errors increase because of the reasons above. 
Table 2 shows the average integral harmonics and their rms at 3kA 

excitation current for 10 dipoles series SPDMl. 
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n 2 з 4 | 5 | 6 7 8 | 9 

В„ • 10 4 9.4 0.2 0.1 1.9 0.2 1.2 0.0 0.2 
< В >„ 10' 0.6 3.7* 0.6 2.4 0.3 1.0 0.4 0.8 

А„ • Ю
4 

3.1* 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 
< А >„ •10'1 

1.8 0.4 2.8 0.4 0.8 0.2 0.7 0.3 

*  beycud tolerarce. 

Note, that the tolerance surpassing in the skew gradient Ai shouldn't 
worry us because it can be corrected by shimming. The fairly small exceeding 
of rms Bg tolerance will vanish due to stabilization during serial production. 

1.3. T i m e dependence measurement 

The method described allows us to determine the time dependence of 
the SCdipole nonlinearities by means of continuous measurement from the 
moment when the current achieves the injection level (filling time)? 

. .19' 

Fig. 2 shows the UNK SCdipole sextuple component as a function of the 
bottom time, for different excitation currents. From the given function one 

RnJriakov A.N. et al.. "The Investigation of UNK SCmagne(s nonlinearities time dependence". 
1'roc. of XII AIM'nion conference on C.P.A. Moscow, October, 1990. 
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can see that for chosen injection level, corresponding to ~ 700A excitation 
current, the magnitude of the sextuple component change is less than 210"* 
within the beam filling time. For less current this phenomenon became 
significant. 

1.4. Room temperature measurement 

Before the collared SCdipole coil is assembled in the magnetic shield and 
cryostat its harmonics has to be measured at room temperature. И the mul

tipoles magnitudes are over tolerance the collared coil should be disassembled 
and shimoed. For these measurements the method suggested by R.Memke 
for HERA magnets has been used {2]. The equipment was designed and 
produced in France (Sackley) (3].3 

The magnetic measurement for the produced dipoles shows a satisfactory 
correlation between the average harmonics from cold and warm measurements. 
Figure 3 shows such correlation for B$ for the manufactured and tested 
magnets. 

If 

*s / 
A 

S 

0 

I и s 

^Q\lU.S 

Figure 3. 

1.5. SC-dipole field dynamic addition measurement 

This method was described in more detail earlier m [4]. The method 
gist is to measure the harmonics coefficients time dependence during the 
trapezoidal current cycle flattop.These eddy currents dumping determine the 

3The results of cold and « л UNK SCdipoles measurement to be published. 



harmonic behavior. These currents i n the copper matrix and in the loops 
treated by the wires of the twisting cable are excited during main field 
change on the forward front of the current impulse. The dynamic additions 
arc independent of the field value and linearly depend on the ramp rate. The 
investigations show a good agreement between the measured field dynamic 
addition and the dynamic energy losses measured by the electric methods. 

T h e measur ing p rocedure 
This measurement is realized by the harmonics analysis equipment with 

discrete pick-up coil rotation. At each angular position of the detector ( 64 
positions per revolution ) the magnet is excited by current impulse with the 
Following parameters: 

• flat-bottom level lkA, 
• ramp rate 0.3kA/s, 
• impulse amplitude O.lkA, 
• top and bottum time 3s. 

The strob corresponding to the pulse top beginning initiates the integrator. 
The integrator output voltages are recorded by the inner ADC timer strobs 
at the following time intervals: 

• 10 ms from 0 to 0.1s { 9 records ), 
• 100 ms from 0.1s to Is ( 9 records ), 
• Is from Is to 3s { 3 records ). 

Figure 4. 



After these measurements and the reset of the integrator the detector 
moves to the next angular position ami all above described measurements 
repeat. When the whole revolution of the detertirf has been tonipleted we 
gei a bet of 64 * (0 t 9 + 3) integrator output voltage records. Then the 
Fourier analysis of each .set of G4 points corresponding to the same time on 
the pulse гор is carried out. As a result '.ve have the muJtipole coefficients 
d-л functions of the rime ( fig/4 }: \V»(t). where г ~ lOuis. 20ms, 30ms 
100ms, 200ms Is, ..., 3s. 

Calculat ion 
The aim of calculations i: to obtaiu the magnitudes of the field dynamic 

addition for the u'NK cycle from the function Wn(t). It is performed by 
separating the matrix (ДВ™ ) ami cable ( &J3JD components, calculating 
their amplitudes and time constants. The biggest dynamic distortion takes 
place for the allowed, symmetric nonltnearity B%  There is also fcbf coefficient 
Br, but much less. The investigation of more than 30 UNK SCdipole models 
shows that matrix component of sextupole nonlinearity is enough stable from 
magnet to magnet because it is only determined by the superconducting 
strand feature and equals to 0.5 ~ 0.05 gauss and time constant 20 r 25 ms. 
These magnitudes are in a good agreement with the calculated estimations. 
Such matrix component constancy allowed us to easily separate the cable 
component from the union function to calculate its parameters ( amplitude 
and time constant ) and recalculate it for the UNK cycle. 

The final results for fullscale dipoles are presented in table 3, where ДД} 
and ДБ2  are cable dynamic distortions for the UNK .cycle ironi the normal 
sextuple and skew quadruple components, and rg , Г2 are their time constants, 
respectively. 

Table .1. 

Measured 
parameter 

ДД>, gs r 3 , s 4ft ,g/ Ъ, S 

Range of 
change —1 + 0.T 0.1+0.1  1 . 6 •• 4.4 0.07 r 0.4 
Average 

magnitude 2.03 0.15 0.3 0.1? 
rms 0.84 0.11 I.T 0.00 

Могц interesting is significant dynamic addition in the skew gradient. A 
probable reason is either nonidentitv of the higher and lower dipole halfcoils 
or the presence of a short circuit wind through the quite high resistance in 
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one of halfcous. The value of this resistance in this case is so high that it 
can't be found by the electric method but the magnetic measurement method 
can sense it quite reliably, 

2. The magnetic length measurement method (Lm) 

The beading strength of the dipolc is one of the important parameters 
of the measurement which require very high accuracy (Л10 *). Usually one 
presents this strength either for the beam dynamic calculation in absolute 
form as the normalized integral of the main field component (S), or for. the 
production, technology control in a relative form as the magnetic length (£,„). 

Normalized field integral: 

where В(г) is the longitudinal distribution of the field vector component 
normal to the median plane, Z is the longitudinal coordinate,.^ is the mean 
current value during measurement. In fact, if the Held integral is measured 
by the spotting method ( NMR and Hall  probes ), the field vector module is 
measured J5]. ' 'This fact determines the tolTance on the dipole longitudinal 
twist angle ( for our case it equals to ~ 50 mrad ). This is the only absolute 
method. 

The rotating pickup coil method ( harmonics analysis ) doesn't allow 
one to achieve the required accuracy because of many reasons. The main of 
these reasons is impossibility to measure and stabilize with accuracy 3  10" 1 

the following measurement system parameters: 

• measurement coil mechanical sizes, 
• amplification coefficient, 
« integrator time constant. 

Magne t i c length ( effective length ) : 

f B{z)dz 
L m S = z S

^ w e — И <
1 0

) 
where B(z) and z are like in (9), Bc Is the central average dipole field. It 
should be noted that the field fluctuation on the plateau of the central field 

4Boytzov V.N. « al. Proceedings оГ 12 АНUnion CPA Conference. Xoxcv.; October, 1390
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distribution equals ~ 2 • 10~3 for SC-dipoles. Thus В defines as: 

Be = ±fB(z)dzlTl), (11J 

where Le is the region without fringe field {practically 3 ~- 4 bore diameter 
inside is enough). One can easily obtain the magnitude Lm from the spotting 
measurement result by dividing the whole field integral by normalized for Lc 

central part of the integral: 

L m = £ К (12) 

The experience shows that the spotting measurement is more expensive and 
complicated for serial measurements. The Lm is the relative parameter as it 
was noted above and can be measured more easily - by the rotating pick-up 
coil method. In this case опэ achieves the required accuracy due to both the 
field integral and the average central field measured by the sLme detector 
and electronics. As one can see from (12), Lm measurement accuracy doesn't 
depend on systematic errors of the measurement equipment and there is 
only the problem as the measurement system parameters stability . The 
investigations show that some efforts to stabilize these parameters allow one 
to achieve the required accuracy. 

As follows from (10), one can get the field integral from the measured 
value Bc . The Bc value has been measured using NMR in the central part 
of the dipole (±1.5ra from the center ) with a spotting step of 100 mm. 

Lm and f B(z)dz measuremen t s resul t s 
Ten dipoies series SPDM1 were measured by the described method. The 

measurement results are presented in table 4, where Lm ; J —y*dz;^ are 
mean dimensions measured at 2kA,6Lm ;6^f are relative changes in the 
current range 2 -=- 5 kA. The presented rms includes the measurement error 
and the parameters reproducibility. 
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Measured 
parameter Lm [mm] 

TJ

fr XL 

1 
6Lm \ Д ^ 

Mean 
dimension 5664.2 0.98785 -7 .7 • 10-* 0.7% 
ПП5 1.4 1.7 1.2 -10" 4 0.4 • Ю- 4 0.03% 

3 . T h e field direction measurement method ( median 
plane posit ion ) 

The field direction is also one of important field parameters for installation 
which requires high measurement accuracy ~ 2 • 10~4 rad. The median plane 
is defined as a surface perpendicular to the average field vector. The median 
plane position measurement means the definition of the angular shift bet- cen 
the median plane and horizontal level. The dipole reference plates anj ilar 
position with respect to horizontal level is eithu* measured, or they art. set 
horizontally, or they coincide with the median plane. In the coordinate system 
attached to the accelerator so that the X axis coincides with the orbit surface 
and Y axis is normal to this surface, the angular shift between the median 
plane and the orbit surface for small angle will be the ratio of the X field 
component to the field amplitude: 

< W = | ^ . (13) 

The suggested method implies the measurement of the flux through the 
frame created by two mutually vertical stretched through the magnet bore 
wires from CuBe 0100 mm while small changes of the excitation current. 
For small current changes we get the differential characteristics of the median 
plane angular shift: 

Omtat = -Jn- . (H) 

In fact, the magnitude ДВ* is measured and the magnitude i\B is 
calculated from the magnet and the current pulse parameters. Taking into 
account that we are interested in the median plane position in the whole 
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field operating region (from 3inj to Bnuz ), one can calculate the median 
plane angular shift from the measurement results as: 

1 B 

where В is the bottom level of the field pulse, arm is remnant, immeasurable 
angle which depends on the remnant field orientation. 

From the measurement Jesuits it is known that the remnant field magni

tude is about 10 i15 gs and has ~ 1° angular shift with rt&rence to the 
main field thus the required accuracy will be satisfied for the operating field 
{Binj = 0.7 Tl). 

The measurement system has been attached to the horizontal level with 
the required accuracy due to two measurements averaged with the mirror 
system turn. Thus systematic error of the equipment has been canceled as a 
result. 

The main problem in this measurement is the facility compressors close

ness, which leads to the wires vibration. Due to several vibration sources 
the presence of frequency function ( the dependence of nns on the wires own 
frequency ) has several minima. The wires frequency adjustment due to the 
tension force changes to the minimum frequency function allows one to get 
the value of the error multiplicative component about ~ 0.3 mrad/Tl. So the 
required accuracy of measurement ~ 2 • 1 0  4 rad will be achieved when the 
number of measurements ( number of current cycles ) is N>50 for Imax — 5kA. 

1 would like to thank K.F.Gertsev, S.V.Trofimov, A.V.Tikhov, V.N.Boj

tzov, A.V.Kutigin et al. for discussions,organizing and performance of the 
measurements. 
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